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Intro ductiOn
Corporate reputation is an intangible asset mat gives a company a sustainable
competitive advantageand increases corporate value. Corporate reputation can
be de丘ned as "a sustainable competitive advantage der･ivedfrom various stake-
holders of a company, based on仇e results of仇e past activities of血e business
managers and employees as well as on present andfutur.e for･ecasts," and it is
an important intangible asset that incr･eases corporate value. On the other
hand, reputation management points to the activities by managers and employ一
ccs to improve (or establish) and maintain their company's reputation and to
in且uence the recoveⅣ of damaged reputation.
This researchaims to examine the awareness of business managers at major
Japanese companies regarding reputation management and reports the results
of a survey targeting 1,673 companies listed in the丘rst section of the Tokyo
Stock Exchange and in Diamond, Inc.'S "Company Staff Records (Kdsha
Syokuinroku in Japanese)." However, of these companies, there are some com-
panies that are (i) on the small scalewith less than 200 cmployees. There are
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also companiesthat (2) do not list their executives. As a result, the survey was
conducted targeting i,224 companies excluding (1)and (2). h regard to the
survey method, ques伍onnaires were mailed mainly to managers of manage-
ment planming departments, and if they were unavailable, CSR/IR managers,in一
tellectualproperty/PR managers,丘nancialmanagers,and stahtory auditors,in
that order. Surveys were collected from 186 companies from January 5 to Feb-
ruary 28, 2011. Of仇ese, 178 companies'responses were vahd (valid response
rate of 14.5 percenO.
For the 178 companies providing valid responses, we took the Nikkei corporate
丘nance dataand Nikkei丘nancialdatafrom Nikkei Media Marke血g, Inc. as ex-
temaldatafor empiriCalresearch. For some companies, this extemal data
could not be applied and we could only gather six years'worthof丘nancialdata
for 161 compamies.1 see Appendix lforthe distribudon by industry of the re-
spondent companiesand Appendix 2 for the reason we decreased the number
of companies from 186 to 161. The survey questionnaire is showninAppendix
4. ¶le Sample for the survey analysis was these 161 companies. Broadly di-
vided, this survey investigates and analyzes seven points.
¶le丘rst is a survey conductedin2009 by Aoki, Iwata, and Sakurai(2010,
pp.191-215)aiming to con丘rm the perceI頑ons of Japanese business managers
regarding corporate value.2 ni§ survey examined whether emphasis is placed
on economic, social, or organizationalvalue. nis survey conducted in 2009
(hereafter called the 2009 survey) was conducted by maihg survey question-
naires to the CSR and IR departments of i,062 companies from January 5 to
February 10, 2009,and valid responses were collected from 134 companies
1 Eight of血e banks and securi也es血ms hadinsu丘cient丘nancial data.
2　h血e survey, we pose the quesdon as managers'percep丘onsingeneral, butinfact
血e in丑uence ofinsdtudonalfactors such as corporate culture is big. rnleanSWerSare
assumed to most ukely be iduenced by corporate cultureandinsdhdons.
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(vakd response rate of 12.6 percent).3
Second, the 2009 survey found that Japanese business managers place empha-
sis on stakeholders,andinthe丘sca1 2011 survey (herea丘er called the 2011
survey) wefocused on how to characterizethe social struchlrefor this situ-
ation. SpeciAcally, the main issue of the research was whether Japanese capital-
ism should be de丘ned as a part of stakeholder capitalism or as customer capi-
talism.
Third, by investiga血g on which evaluadon indicators of corporate reputation
the respondents of the questions place importance, we tried to clari& what
Japanese business managers consider reputation value drivers (factors that im-
prove reputadon).
Fourth, we conducted an analysisaiming to research the reladonship between
corporate reputationand血1anCialperformanceかom an empiricalviewpoint.
¶lis was the prlmary Objecdve of this study. For this objecdve we conducted
two surveys for the 2011 survey. One inves鹿ates the causalrelationship be-
tween organizationalValue, social value, and economic value from an empirical
point of view. ¶le Other survey lnVeStigates也e in丑uence of economic value,
socialvalue, and organizadonalvalue on丘nancialperfomance. ′mroughthis
research, we took on仇e theme of whether efforts to improve corporate
reputation can improve点nanCialpe血rmance.
Fifth, We investigated corporate reputationinrelation to corporate image, cor-
porate idendb, (CI) , and corporate brand, respectively, &omtheviewpoints of
manageabilib,and currentandfuhlre feasibility. Each of theseintangibles has
its ownchal･aCteristics, and we endeavored to clari& what is expected of repu-
tation.
Sixth, by asking managers'opinions on whether reputation management should
3　See Appendix 4 at the end of this paper for the survey method.
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be conducted throughexternalandintemal information provision by public re-
lations (PR) andinvestor relations (IR) , Or through intemal efforts such as
management accoun血g, we inves伍gated how Japanese researchersand busi-
ness managers consider the signiacation of management accoun血g, which had
tradidonally been disregarded,for reputation improvement.
hstly, we conducted a survey regarding business managers'awareness regard-
lng the r.esponsible organization for reputation management. ¶le true Objective
of this survey was to ascertain the opinions of Japanese business managers on
whether management accoun血g should be responsible for reputadon manage-
ment in the future.
1. TYle Opimions of Japanese Business Managers on
Corporate Vdue
lne main purpose of a company is to generate corporate value. Just as sets of
values differamong individuals,4 differences can be seeninwhat countries,
companies, andindividuals mean by corporate value.5 h the United States, cor-
porate value often conveys the meaning of economic value for shareholders. On
the other hand,inJapan, there are few business managers whoview corporate
value to be synonymouswith shareholder value and it is commonly understood
that corporate value includes not only economic value, but socialValue and or-
4　Barrett (1998) statesthat a set of values is how anindividualinteractswith o仇erindi-
vidualS, the environment, Or the world, and it consists ofindividualproperdes.
5　Corpor鮎e value seems to be expressedinEnglishindifEerent ways. h the Report of
血e 2007 AmualMee血g of the American Accoun血g As紺Ciadon, one au血or usedthe
terms丘m value and entibT Valuealtemately to meanCorporate value. Sometimes it is
also expressed as "Value." American business managers and researchers (especially re-
searchers of management丘nance) usethese terms to conveythe meaning of economic
value centered on shareholder value. Many of these researchers argue血atfuture cash
点owincludes intangible brand value as well as socialⅤalue and organizadonalⅤalue.
However, many Japanese business managers have a different perception of corporate
value &omthis Angl0-Saxon set of values.
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gamizadonal value as well.
I.What is Corporate Vdue?
In Westerncountries, Corporate value is considered the (1) aggregate market
price of sわcks, (2) per share pro丘t multiplied by血e aggregate number of
shares, or (3)fuhre cash瓜ow converted to current value using a discounted
cash且ow (DCF) method. Figure 1 shows thisview which prevailsinWestem
countries. Economic value is sometimes called shareholder value.
Figtlre l Prevai旺ng View on Corporate Value in也e West
Corporate Value
Unless market prices are manipulated了`market price is a mirror of丘nancial
performance." ¶lerefore, the market price of stocks can show an overview of
corporate value. Keidanren (2006, p.1) states in its Kl'gyokachi no Saidaika ni
Muketa Keieisen73Taku (Business strategy for the maximization of corporate
value) that, ``it is difBcult to concretely calculate corporate value itself. There-
fore,for die Sake of convenience, we measure therise and fall of corporate
value throughthe changes of the market price of stocks." Keidanren made this
statement because it is thought that the market price of stocks show an value
approximate to corporate value. However, share prlCeS Can血lCtuate gready
due to psychologiCalfactors, as well as change throughinformation manlPula一
也on.
¶lere is also theview that pro丘t (for example, per share pro丘t) makes up cor-
porate value (Copland, etal., 2000, pp.73-87). Pro丘tinaccounting is far more
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objective than share prices. However, while cash且Ow shows the "truth," pro丘t
inaccounting isan"oplruOn,''and there is room for pro丘t mamipulation.
¶le PreVailingview in Westem countries is that corporate value is calculated
by future cash瓜ow discounted by a丘Ⅹed capitalcost re丑ecting itsrisk to its
current value using a DCF method. However, thisview has been subjected to
the cridcisms that (1)future cash且ow can be distortedarbitrarily by managers,
(2) it is difficult to objectively includethe potentialabili也es of managers and
employees as calcula血g factors,and (3) Corporate value includes not only eco-
nomic value, butalso socialvalueand organizationalValue. From a practical
point of view, there are criticisms about the difBculb, of measurement and the
reuabilibr of the figures, however, overall it is considered the most theoretically
valid evaluation method.
2. Corporate Vdue Compnses Economic Vdue, SocialValue,
amd OrganizationalVdue
For the b,picalJapanese business manager, the ultimate purpose of a company
does not lie simplyinincreasing economic value, butalsoinincreasing corpo-
rate valueincluding socialvalue and organizational value. For economic value,
more companies set theincrease of economic value added (EVA@)6 and cash
血ow as corporate goals in addition to current net proAt, ordinaryincome, and
opera血gincome. SocialValue is heightened by socialcontribution, contribu一
也on to the communibT, environmentalprotection, donadons, improvement of
compliance awareness, etc. In order to improve organizationalValue, the im-
provement and reform of organizationalculture, the leadership of the manage-
6　Economic value added or EVA@=net opera血gincome after tax-weighted average
cost of capital. Capitalcost includes not onlyinter･est, butalso dividends paid to share-
holdersand oppo血nibr costs of r･etained earnings. ′merefore, compared to ordinaryin-
come, which is used血e mostinJapan, EVA@ is a more shareholderl0rientedindicator.
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ment, abilib, to innovate, passion and teamwork of employees, ethics, and con-
sistency betweenvisionand stl･ategyare necessary. Organizationalvalue in-
cludes the effective use ofintangible assets such as the motivationand poten-
tial of employees, and brand value. See Figure 2.
Figtlre 2　Composing Factors of Corporate Value
Ex.) Cu汀ent net prO軌ordinary pro札cost
cu血g, and cash瓜ow
Ex･) Socialcontribudon, dona鮎n.S･
communib, contribu也on, and enⅥronmental
protec珪on
Ex.) Orgamiza血nalculhre,
leadership, abilib, toinnovate,and
passion for work
3. Characteristics of JapaneSe Business Managers aS Seen in the
Stlnney Results
me 2009 survey asked what image managers have on economic value. Of mar-
ket price, proAt, and current value offuture cash且ow, the most common re-
sponses were (1) current value offuture cash丑ow, (2) stock price, and (3)
proat,indescending order offrequency. However, the di血rences between the
responses were marginal, and, not surprisingly, about 10 percent responded
thatall three represent economic value to a van,ing degree. From the above,
Aoki, Iwata, and Sakuraisupport theview that血eoredcally, economic value is
the net current value offuhre cash血ow. However, they havealso made clear
that,from a practicalpoint of view, the fact血at stock price and pro丘t play an
important role in economic value cannot be ignored (Aoki, Iwata, and Sakurai,
2011, p. 193).
me 2011 survey asked two questions. ′me丘rst was whether the respondents
associated economic valuewithstock price, pro丘t, or net current value offu-
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Table l　What is Your Image of Economic Value? (N=161; Mu1位ple Answers)
EconomicVdue 磐&ｶWB&V7Fｷ2Pro丘t(EPS,etc.) 6ﾆ            
NumberofCompanies(rado) 塔ｃSRR92(57%) 都BイbR  
hre cash且ow. See Table lfor the survey results.
Ironically, the 2011 survey shows precisely the opposite results from the 2009
survey,with economic value being perceived as (1) proAt, (2) market price,
and (3) cash且ow,inthat order. Because the 2011 survey was sent mosdy to
managers of management planning departments, contrary to our inはalexpecta-
tions (net current value offuture cash瓜ow) the results show that those respon-
sible for management planning place the most importance on proBt.
Second, the 2009 survey asked whether the respondents emphasized economic
value, socialValue, or organizational value, astheir image of corporate value. In
Westerncountries, theview placing importance on economic value is prevalent.
On血e o血er hand, many Japanese business managers (89 percenO have made
it clear that they hold theview that corporate value-economic value+social
Value+organizationalⅤalue. Therefore,inthis survey we investigated on which
of economic value, socialValue, and organizational value the respondents place
the most importanceinrelation to their company policy. See Table 2for how
Japanese business managers perceive corporate value.
rme survey results show that, asinWesterncountries, the largest group of
Table 2　What is Yourlmage of Corporate Value? (N=161; MuldpleAnswers)
CorporateValue 之ﾗ6Emphasison 之ﾗ6          
EconomicValue ﾅfﾇVROrganizadonalValue      
Numberof Co.mpamies(rado) #Rピ３121(75%) 鉄R      
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Japanese business managers placed impo血ce on economic value. Business
managers that placed emphasis on socialValue also numbered high,withal-
most as many responses as for economic value. However, managers who place
importance on organizational value numbered less than half (40 percent) of
those who chose economic value. How should we interpret血is?
Tradidonally, Japanese companies areknownthroughout the world to place im-
portance on employees and their familiesand the education and training of
their employees. Against this backdrop, the Japanese tem人財Uinzai or hu-
man resources using the kanji characters for "person" and "wealth") rather
than人材Uinzai or human resources using the kanji characters for "person"
and "material") has also been used to mean human resources. It has been said
血at血is is血e secret of Japanese companies'strength. However, looking at
Japanese companies after the burst of the economic bubble, dueinpart to
globauzation, companies that value their employees have beenvisibly decreas-
ing. ne survey results seem to reaect this realib,. From血eperspective of
maintaining the future competitiveness of Japanese companies, this is regretta-
ble.
2. Do Japanese Business Managers Place Emphasis
on Stakeholders?
Unlike in countries where shareholders are considered important, asinthe
Angl0-Saxon countries, in Japan, not only shareholders, butalso stakeholders
such as customersand employeesare considered important.Why Japanese
business managers place importance on social value and organizational value
unliketheirAmerican counterparts is explained by Sal(urai(2001, pp.69-73). In
comparison to shareholder capitalism, Freeman (Freeman, et a1., 2007, p.6)
characterizes this stakeholder-oriented percepdon " stakeholder capitalism. "
There are also views proposing humanistic or customer capitalism.
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I. Characteristics of Shareholder Capitalism and Stakeholder
Capitalism
¶le term Stakeholder capitalism was丘rstinh･oducedinthe 1980s by Freeman.
However, the term only became wellknowninthe 2lst century. On the other
hand, it is said that the peak of stockholder capitalism was from themid-1970s
tothe beginning of the 21st century (Mark, 2010, pp.59-64). Here we make
three points about the characterisdcs of the two bTpeS Of capitalism.
First, shareholder capitalism is poshllated to be shareholder-centric and busi-
ness managersfunc丘on as agents of the shareholders. On the other hand,
stakeholder capitalism is company-cen仕ic and stockholders are posidoned as
(special) stakeholders.
Second,inshareholder capitaksm the standard by which corporate success is
measured is the maximizadon of shareholders' wealth. Successful business
managers are rewardedwith highremuneradon and stock opdons. In compari-
son, in stakeholder capitalism, providing not only the stockholders, butall
stakeholderswithproat, is the standard by which corporate success is meas-
ured.
Third,with the changing times, reflec血g the strengthening of the mutualrela-
tionship of companies and socie軌the reladonship between companies and
Figtwe 3　Two Corporate Ⅵews of Capitalism
Shareholder Capitahsm Stakeholder Capita止sm
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stakeholders has also become a two-way relationship.Asa result, in stake-
holder capitalism, stakeholders who play a major roleare positioned on the in-
side of the circle,and stakeholders who appeardepending on the circum-
stancesare positioned on the outside. See Fi酢lre 3 for the corporateview of
bothtypes of capitalism.
According to Pfeffer (2009, p.91)from the 1950s tothe 1960S stakeholders
were considered supreme even inthe United States, but since the mid-1970S,
theview that shareholders should be the highest prioritybecame dominant. Ja-
panand Germany are considered countriesthat are representative of stake-
holder capitalism. See Table 3for the difference between the twotypes of capi-
talism.
Table 3　Shareholder Capitalism aJld Stakeholder Capitalism
Shareholder Capitalism Stal(eholder Capitalism
Emphasized Vdues
Characterisdcs
Shareholders
Business Managers
Typical Countries
and Eras
herease of shareholder value
Per share pro丘t
Self-interest supremacy doc出ne,
maximization of shareholders'
weal血, and stock options
rrhe compaJly is for仙e
shareholders
Agents of仇e shareholders who
are principals
血gloTAmerican companies in
血e 1970S
¶le COmpany is a vehicle to
generate corporate value
lnnova也on over competitionand
pro丘tfor all stakeholders
Shareholders are special
stakd101ders
ne relationship between the
business managerandthe
shareholders is diverse and
complex
Japanese companies in the 1980S
Table 3 applies to血e period血･om仇e 1960s to血e 1980S, before the burst of
the economic bubble (around 1991) and, after the so-called IJOSt Decade (or
I.ost Score of years) many Japanese companies have pursued anAmericantype
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of capitahsm. As a result, the attihlde of Japanese business managers in the 21
th century seems to lean toward thisAmeriCan吋pe of capitalism. ne 2011
survey Investigates whether thisinterpretadon is vakd.
2. Which Stakeholders are Respected in Today's Japanese Companies?
In the 2009 survey, looking at the mean of a 5-point evaluation, customers (4.5),
employees (4.4),and business managers (4.4) are emphasized the most, while
conversely localcommumi也es (3.8) and shareholders (3.5) are looked upon
compara血rely lighdy.
In this survey business managers were excluded, but in addidon to the so-
Called golden triangle of stockholders, employees, and customers, localcommu-
nities were also included. According tO past SuⅣeyS, Japanese business manag-
ers do not place much importance on localcommumities compared totheir
counterparts in other countries, and local commmities were includedinthe
2011 survey to co汝m this point. Table 4 showsthe scores血at compamies
gave from 1(lowest) to 5仇ighest)forthe stakeholders on which they place em-
phasis.
Table 4　Emphasized Stakeholders (N=161)
1 3 釘5 磐VStandard Devia点on b       
Shareholders 6 73 鉄4.025 繝CB21%          
Employees 7 r75 鼎"3.944 繝b21%         
Customers 0 澱23 3"4.783 紊澱10%        
Local communi伍es 19 都41 3.447 纉sB28%         
The suⅣey results show血at血e stakeholders companies place血e most em-
phasis on are,indescending order, customers, shareholders, employees, and
localcorrmumides.7 Asinthe 2009 survey, we co血rmed that Japanese compa-
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nies place the most importance on customers. Customel･S had the highest
mean and lowest standard deviation. In other words,the coefBcient of variation
(CV-standard deviation/mean x loo) is the smallest. Conversely, unlikeinthe
previous survey, We saw that shareholders were placed secondand employees
placed血ird. As血･ as can be seen in血is suⅣey, while Japanese companies
have been characterizedinthe past as being companies of humamiS丘c capital-
ism, placing emphasis on employees, it seems that血is employee-Oriented char
acteristic of Japanese companies has declined.8 so, what should we call this
sort b,pe of capitalist sociebr?
Martin (2010, pp.58-65)argues thatinthe past thirbT years,American business
managers have placed the greatest priori吋onthe maximizadon of shareholder
value, but that, shareholders'pro丘t can only be realized by positioning the cus-
tomer丘rst. Martin calls such a socieb, one of customer capitalism. Johnson
and Johnson (J&J) positions shareholdersfourth, a洗er customers (patients,
doctors, and nurses) , employees, and communibT, in its credo. Therefore, Mar一
血s argues, inthe 1982 Tylenol incident, J&J was able to talLe swift measures.9
From the above survey results, we can say that Japanese capitalism has aspects
of both stakeholder capitalism and customer capitahsm. However, because of
the possibilib, of a counterar･gument to theviewthat in Japan customers are
more emphasized than in the United States,10further theoreticaland empirical
ver近cadon is necessaly tO Prove thisview.
7　′me丘gures forthe meanand standard deviadon were calculated by muldplying仇e
weight of lthrough5with the丘glreS Shownin Table 4.
8　¶le COnCept Of humanisdc capitalism was丘rstinh･oduced by Hiroyllki ltami(1987).
From a current perSpeCdve,血e 1980s can be considered a dmeinwhich Japanese
business managers devoted血emselves most tothe nurturing and development of hu-
man resources.
9　Tne immediate recall of all Tylenol丘･om retailers aflerthe 1982incident in which
seven people died from die painkiller Tylenol lacedwithpoison by an unknownperson
became arisk management legend in the United States.
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3. Evaluation Indices of Corporate Reputation
′nle SigniAcance of companies having reputa也onindices is that compamies can
visua旺ze their strengthsand weaknesses,allowing them toincrease corporate
value by becoming COmPanies that receive highevaluadonfrom diverse stake-
holders. It is wenknownamong corporate reputation researchers,that Royal
Dutch Shell (hereaAer referred to as Shell), ud旺zed a reputa丘onindex to im-
prove its corporate valueinorder to restore its reputa血on damaged by the pro-
posed disposalof Brent Sparinthe Norm Sea (Sakurai, 2005, 280).ll
L Corporate Reputation Evaluation Indices
ne bestknownreputation indices in the world are Fortme magazine'S "Most
Admired Compamies,''which has con血ued血･om 1982 un丘l the present, the
vvall StreetJournal'S "RQ,''which con血uedfrom 1999 to 2005,12 and the Repu-
tation lnsdtute's RepTrak㊥, which startedin2006 in cooperadonwith Fo71bes･
Currently, RepTrak⑧ is gathering the most a仕endoninthe world, due to its
ease of comparisonwi仇major interna也onal companies, and of the above three
indices, this paper complieswith RepTral@ for its research.
10　¶le experience of one of血e authorsinthe United States, in Berkley, Califomia
(three months) , Blacksburg, Vuginia (one year) , Susquehanna, Permsylvamia (three
monthS) , Boston, Massachusetts (six months, and Palo Alto, Califomia (four months)
has led this au血or to believe dlatAmericams do not put customers丘rst, as is血･e-
quendyargued by some.
ll According to血e website England and Environment research PJ meeting (accessed
in December, 2004), Brent Spar was a Shell-Owned facihtycompletedin1976 equipped
withunderwater facilides. h 1991 a decision was made for its demolidon due to aging.
In 1995 Shell considered sinldng Brent Spar, s也ll containing 130 tons of tomis and ra-
dioacdve material,inthe Nor血Sea, which die Bridsh Govemment approved. This
sparked Ber･ce protests &om Greenpeace.
12 1t should be noted that while血e contract between the Reputadon lnsdhlte and Har-
ris lnteracdve has been dissolved, Harris hteracdve sdll uses RQ.
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RepTrak@ has seven evaluadon indices (dimensions) such as products and
services, etc. Each has detailed evaluadonindicators, which are called attrib-
utes. Table 5 shows the RepTrak@ dimensions and attributes.
Table 5　me Seven Dimensions and 23 Attributes of RepTrak⑧
D imension
Products / SeⅣices
lmova丘on
Pe血mance
Leader.ship
Govemance
Ci丘zenship
Workplace
A触ibute s
Highquali軌Value for money, stands behind products, meets
customer needs
hnovadve, ar.st to market, adapts quickly
Pro丘table, be仕er results仇an expected, sh･ong grow血pros-
pects
Well organized, appealing leader, excellent managers, clearvi-
sion for its future
Open and transparent, behaves ethically,血irinbusiness
Environmentally responsible, supports good causes, posi珪ve
in丑uence on sociebr
Rewards employees fdrly, employee well-being, offers equal
opp ortmities
Why are血e managers of the world's excellent companies interestedinreputa-
tion indices? 刀le Simplest answer to that ques珪on is that reputadonindices can
tell血e managerinthe most appropriate manner where the most efEecdve way
inmamagement lies for improving a company's reputadon in order to establish
sust血able growth
2. Reputation Indicators for Japanese Business Managers as seen
from血e Stlrvey Results
Ⅵle Survey uses What is considered to be the most in丑uentialindex on reputa一
也on globany. However, Japanese companies have characteristicsmique to Japa-
nese compamies. ′me objecdve of the 2011 suⅣey is to clari& those characteriS-
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Table 6　Evaluadon Dimensionsthat Improve Corporate Reputation
1 3 釘5 磐VStandard Deviadon b       
Products 0 迭29 C24.789 紊S210%        
hnoVadon 5 鼎b80 鼎B3.938 繝3B21%       
Pe血mance 4 B80 田4.193 縱c218%        
Leadership 9 鼎b82 鼎3.857 繝#22%        
GoVemance 7 鼎75 鼎b3.925 繝#21%       
Ci丘zenship 16 田64 23.619 纉Sr27%         
Workplace ll 田80 23.606 繝C23%          
tics. See Table 6.
In Table 6, ranking dimensions by the mean, the order is product/services, per-
formance, innovadon, corporate govemance, leadership, cidzenship, and work-
place. Products/seⅣices has仇e highest mean, and也e smauest standard de-
viadon. In other words it has the smallest CV. Looking at past survey results,
this is a common result throughout血e world. If丘nancial performance is out-
standing, corporate reputation improves. Innovativeness has a stI･ong relation-
shipwithproducts/services. If there is de丘ciency in corporate govemance,
血ere is more chance of scandals occurring. In Japanese companies, where
仇ere is s也ll an attitude of group decision making, leadership is exhibited more
during emergencies thaninordinary也mes. Panasonic overcame the f的,pe
kerosene lamp incident due to血e strong leadership exerted by (血en) Presi-
dent Kunio Nakamura. Cidzenship is an unfamiliar term in Japanese, but it can
be described as contribution to localCommunides.
Let's compare the 2011 survey resultswith companies around血e world based
on the survey results of the Reputation Institute's Global Reputation Pulse 2010
(鮎putadon lnstihlte, 2010, p.8) targe血g 24 countries worldwide.13 ne drivers
thatinAuence reputadon the most are products/services (20.3 percent) , innova-
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tiveness (14.2 %) , govemance (14.1 percent) , citizenship (13.5 percent) , per-
formance (13.2 percent) , workplace (12.6 percent)and leadership (12.i per-
cent)indescending order. It is notable that worldwide, compared to Japanese
companies, innovativeness and govemance are highly valued. By region, com-
panies in NorthAmerica and northernEurope place more emphasis on govem-
ance, while compamies in Centraland South America and centralEurope place
more emphasis oninnovativeness.
3. Does the Improvement of (or Damage to) Reputation Improve
(or hwer) FinancialPerformance?
By improving丘nancialperformance such as sales and pro丘t, a company can im-
prove its corporate reputation. Wi仇the rise in corporate reputation, a company
will receive respect and praise for its daily corporate activities. Such respect
and praisewill help the company attract talented people, improve morale, and
expensive products will sell wi血added brand Ⅶ1ue. As a result, sales will in-
crease even more, Salarieswillrise, and employee sa丘sfaction and productivi吋
win improve, leading to better customer service. Customel･ Valuewillincrease
andthe share pncewill go up, mprovlng血ancialperformance. ¶lis reladon-
ship is showninFi酢1re 4.
Figtwe 4　Reladonship between Corporate Reputationand FinanCialPerformance
Toyota Motor Corporation, which has the highest corporate reputationinJa-
pan, had sales of over 2 trillion yenin丘scal2008 due to a successful strategy
13　¶le Survey Was COnductedinMay and obtained 181,000 reputadon evaluations from
24 countries. Questions were asked血rougha ten-minute online survey. Sakurai (2011,
pp.145-147) describes血e details of the survey.
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for its operating income and cost reduc伍on, improving not Only its brand, but
its corporate reputadon. In fact, Toyota Motors &equently came upamong the
top ten compamiesinFoPiune magazine'S "Most Admired Companies," the Wall
Street Journal'S ``RQ,''and its successor, Fo71bes magazine'S "World's Most
Reputable Companies," which are authoritative reputa伍onindices.
However, Toyota's recanincident significantly damaged its reputation. Its rank-
ing fellindle RepTral{⑧ reputation survey as well.14 without even ci血g the
case studies of Snow Brand Milk (cu汀ently Snow Brand Megmilk) , Mitsubishi
Motors, Toyota, and Panasomic showing the impact that damage to corporate
reputation due to critical accidents, incidents, and scandals has on a company'S
丘nancialperformance (Sakurai, 2011, pp.410-484) , we can see that such inci-
dents have a maJOr influence on corporate reputadon.15
In general terms, notindividualcompanies, what kind of reladonship exists be-
tween the improvement of (or damage to) reputationand the improvement of
(or drop in)丘nancial pe血mance?
h the 2009 survey conducted by Aoki, Iwata, and Sakurai, the五gures multiply-
ing the weight of responses in a 5-point evaluation, showed that the response
that corporate reputation serves to improve丘nancial performance was lower
(3.5) than that of the response that丘nancialperformance in且uences corporate
reputation (4.0). In o血er words, the view of business managers in仇e 2009
14 In GlobalReputadon Pulse 2010, Sony was ranked secondin也e world, while Toyota
did not even make it to the top ten In Fortme magazine'S "World's Most Reputable
Companies," which mainly conducts evaluations丘-om anAmerican perspecdve, Toyota
fe11from fourthplaceinFY2009 to seventhinFY2010.
15　Regarding the issue of electronic controlinthe Toyota recal1incident, the US De-
parblent Of Transportadonand NASA releasedinves丘gadon results on February 10,
2011 sta血g血atthere was no瓜aw inthe electronic control system. On April 2, 2011 a
New York state court examining the issue of rapid acceleradon dismissed the defen-
dants'case against Toyota arguingthat a丑aw in Toyota vehicles caused accidents. 111e
reasonfor血is is pointed out by Saknrai(2011, p.447, p.450), published before these
announcements.
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survey shows that if丘nancialperformance improves, reputation improves as
wed, but conversely, improvement in reputation does not necessarily lead to im-
provement in血孤Cial pe血mance･16
′nle 2011 survey showed completely opposing resultsfrom the previous survey.
′me results can be seeninFi酢Ire 7. 刀le results show thatinstead of丘nancial
performance improvlng reputation, rather, reputation in丑uences丘nancial per-
formance.
Figure 7　Doeslmprovement of (or Damage to) Reputation Improve (Lower) Financial
Pe血mance
1 3 釘5 磐VStandard Devia丘on b       
Reputadon→ Pe血mance 釘22 鼎65 3.481 纉s28%         
Pe血mance →Reputa点on 釘22 鼎65 3.481 纉s28%         
Since血is suIでy has different survey targets and uses different evaluation
methods kom the 2009 survey, it is possible that diffel･entanSWerS are Ob-
tained. However, even for such aminor difference, it is not easy to determine
the cause.
4. Does the Improvement of Corporate Reputation Improve
FinancialPerfomance?
-Based on Results of EmpiricalResearch on Japanese Companies一
me percepdon of Japanese business managers on whether corporate reputa-
tion improves丘nancialpellormance is as observed in the previous chapter.
16 If reputation drops,丘nancial perfomance drops as well. However, the results can be
interpreted to meanthat, at leastinthe short term, improved reputadon is not immedi-
ately re且ectedin丘nancialperformance.
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However, if the truth of the matter is not proved then we have not achieved a
meaningful result, no matter how many times questionnaire surveys of busi-
ness managers are repeated. In Westem countries, there have been many em-
piriCalstudies on the relationship between corporate reputation and丘nancial
performance. ni§ chapter reviews the results of such empiriCalstudies held in
the West and clariAes the results of this survey. ne two most signiBcant is-
sues in this paper are to explore
1) The inauence offinancial performance on corporate reputation; and
2) ′me influence of corporate reputation on丘nancial performance
Of these two, bst weintroduce the survey results of major emPiriCalstudies
held in Westem countries regarding 1).
I. Does FinancialPerformance Improve Corporate Reputation?
Looking at the l･elationships between various reputationindices and reputation,
it is clearthat there is a high correlation between the improvement of (or dam-
age to)丘nancialperformanceand corporate reputation. Belkaoui (2011, pp.1-
13) conducted empirical research using company size, Tobin's Q,17 asset tum-
over, and pro丘t marginasindependent variables to examine their if血uence on
corporate reputation.18 ¶le research used athibutes of corporate reputation,
namely, quality of management, qualib, of products/services offered, innovative-
ness, value as long-term investment, soundness of丘nancial position, responsi-
bility to the communib,/environment, andwise use of corporate assets, as de-
17　Tobin's Q is calculated by dividing the market value of a company by血e replace-
ment value of its book equib,. It measuresthe appropriate mar･ket evaluation of an asI
set andthe company'Sfuture investment opportunides.
18　Company size cannot be considered五mancial performance. However, it cannot be de-
niedthat size is one factor that improvesfinancialperformance. In regard to仇e strong
relationship between company size and excellent r･eputation, see Belkaoui (2001, p.4)
who conducted extensive literature research.
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Fi糾re 5　Relationship between Reputation Drivers and Corporate Reputadon
pendent variables. ne research results showed, as discussed by S血rai(2005,
pp.51-59) , thatall of the variables improved corporate reputadon. See Figure 5.
me dependent variables used by Belkaoui aretheindicatorsincluded at that
timeinthe "Most Admired Companies" reputadon index pubkshed by Fortune
magazine. 19
2. InAuence of Corporate Reputation on FhancialPerformamce
Next, we look at the in且uence of corporate reputation on五mancial performance.
Fombrunand Shanley (1990, pp.233-258) pointed out the difBcul年indirectly
connec血g improvement of corporate reputadon to improvement of丘nancial
performance. Since then, perhaps because of Fombrun's strong inEuence, this
view became the commonviewinthe academic world for a time.
hter, Fombrun,with van Riel (Fombrun and van Riel, 2004, p.27) , introduced
Bharadwaj's resultsfrom a survey targeting 125American manufachlrerS,
showing that corporate reputation has major in丑uence on operatingincome.
Even if a company's reputa伍on improves in the short term, it is unlkely that
19　As of 2010, the reputadon index has changed as follows. (1) Abikb, to attractand re-
taintalented people, (2) quaLb, of management, (3) qualib, of products or services, (4)
innovativeness, (5) long-teminvestment value, (6)丘nancialsoundness, (7)wise use of
corporate assets, (8) socialresponsibi的,,and (9) effecdvenessinconducting business
globally. It must be notedthat血eindicatorsinthe reputadon index changealmost
eVery year.
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the improvement would immediately be reflectedinthe company'S丘nancial
performance. Roberts and Dowling (2002, pp. 1077- 1093) , utilizing Fortune'S
"Most Admked Companies" survey data from 1984 to 1998, discovered that
companieswi仇Comparatively good reputations can sustainhigher pro丘ts over
the long term. ′nleindependent variables used were the evaluation attributes
used by Fortune at the血e: use of corporate assets, social responsibilibT, em-
ployee talent,丘nancialsoundness, degree ofinnovadon, long-terminvestment
value, qualib, of management, and qualib, of products and services. See Figure
6.
Figure 6　Rela伍onship between Reputadon-building and FinancialPerformance
Conversely, can the improvement of corporate reputation improve丘nancial per-
fomance in the short term? A study by Rose and ¶10mSen (2004, pp.201-210)
using the empiriCaldata of Danish companies could not con丘rm a signi丘cant in一
正uence of corporate reputadon on what they called血m value (the market to
book value of equibT). However, they found that the quakb, of血1anCialper-
formance had major in血lenCe On COrPOrate reputation eveninthe short term.
men Grahamand Bansal (2007, pp.189-200) conducted empiriCalresearch on
airhe companies using MBA students as a sample. ′mis research surveyed the
influence of (1) returnon equib,侭OE), (2) the endorsement of the US Federal
Avia缶on Administration (R色A) , (3) company age, (4) company size,and (5)
crash history, on thewi1血gness to payairhe fees. The results proved that (2)
endorsement, (4) company size,and (5) company age directly orindirectly in一
正uence consumers'willingness to payairlinefees. rme endorsement of the
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FAA had the highest in血lenCe On reputadonand the survey showed血at con-
sumers werewiuing to pay 36 dollars exka if the R包A could endorse the safeb,
of the business. It is highly signi丘Cant that, not as a general theory, butinthe
speciAc industry ofairlines, it was made clear that corporate reputation has in一
色uence on丘nancialperformance.
3. Does Improvement of Reputationlmprove FinancialPerfomance in
Japanese Companies?
In Japan, where no such survey has been conducted on corporate reputadon,
there hasalso been no empiricalresearch on the influence of the improvement
of corporate reputation on丘nancialperformance. However, one of the empirical
studies currently needed血e most by reputadon researchersinJapan is empiri-
Calresearch on whether it can be said that丘nancialperfomance would im-
prove if companies put all their efforlsinto management that would improve sol
cialvalue and organizadonalⅤalue and be admired by socie吋(Good Guys are
Prospering) ,instead of simply focusing on money-making (pursuit of economic
value). ′mis researchaims to clari& what kind of reladon exists between value
drivers assumed to improve corporate reputation and血ancialperfomance.
1) Basic Model
Here we introduce the basic model used as a premise for this research. Corpo-
rate reputation is the reaection of socialevents regarding business managers
and employees as seen by shareholders, customers, creditors, co叩Orate Citi-
zenship, the media, suppliers, etc., against the backdrop of a company's intemal
problems-organizadonalstructure, organizadonal culture,vision/strategy, lead-
ership, corporate iden軸, (CI) and workplace environment. TYlen, What kind of
process improves corporate value? In order to improve corporate reputadon
throughthe internalefEorts of a company,丘rst, it is important for employees to
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improve血eir skills and capabilities through organizational leamlng and en仇u-
siastically engage in也eir work, and for top management to exercise leadership
to raise organizational value. Raising organizational value contributes to product
development, the development of innovative production methods, and more ap-
propriate contributions to society, leading to improved social value throughcus-
tomer satisfaction, etc. Economic value is assumed to increase throughthe im-
provement of such organizational value and social value. The conceptual model
we envision as showing the relationship between reputation and corporate
value can be seen in Figure 7.
Figure 7　Framework of Corporate Reputation
Reputation Factors
0 rganizational
Factors
InteⅣenlng
Variables C orporate Value
In creating the framework for Figure 7, We applied aframework based on the
balanced scorecard and strategy map. ne steady implementation of organi2訃
tionalfactors such as leadership and organizational learning increases organ-
izational value and builds product development, production methods, intemal
control,risk management, etc., as internal factors. nis in tum satisfies cus-
tomers, throughcustomer factors such as (rational) price, (high) quality, and
(excellent) services. Customer factors have a strong relationshipwith factors
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that greadyincrease social value. Finally, shareholder factors such as cost re-
duction, effective use of assets, and increase of sales lead to more opportunities
for increased pro丘ts. Shareholder factors have a strong reladonshipwith eco-
nomic value. From this, we can assume that improving intervenlng Variables
such as shareholder satisfaction, customer sadsfac也on, and employee satisfac-
tionwill improve corporate value compnSlng economic value, SOCialValue, and
organizational value. Improving ol･ganizational value (for example, improvement
of employees'willingness to work) and socialvalue (for example, increase of
orders, sales, and pro丘t due toanemployeewinning a Nobel Prize) may im-
prove丘nancial pe血mance as well. This relationship is shown in Figure 8,
Figure 8　Does Corporate Reputationlmprove FinancialPerlomance?
2) Establishment andAnalyses of Hypotheses
We established and ver迫ed our hypotheses using the model in Figure 8. First
we usedthe RepTral(㊨, a reputadonindex which follows global standards, for
ver近cation of our hypotheses. Hypothesis 1 examines whether any causalrela-
tionships exist between organizational, internal, customer, and shareholder fac-
tors. Hypothesis 2 examines whether the reputation factors in Figure 7 improve
丘nancial perfoITnanCe. We then used our ownindex to veri& Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 1 A causal relationship exists between organizational value, social
value, and economic value,
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Hypothesis 2 0rganizationalvalue, socialvalue, and economic value in丑uence A-
nancial pe血mance.
A) Ver近cation of Iもpothesis 1
We divided Hypothesis linto two parts in order to conduct veriAca伍on.
Hypothesis 1-1 0rganizationalValue in且uences socialValue.
Hypo血esis L2 Social value in且uences economic value.
Based on the survey resultsinFigure 6 we conducted a covariance structure
analysis using Amos 19 based on data from a different survey showninAppen-
dix 4. Using RepTrak⑧ we divided the evaluadonindicatorsinto orgamizational
value, socialValue, and economic value. S64 (leadership) and S67 (workplace
environment) are value drivers仇at improve organizationalⅤalue, S65 (corpo-
rate govemance) and S66 (marketabili亙) improve social value, and S61 (prod-
ucts/services) , S62 (innovativeness) ,and S63 (丘nancial performance) improve
economic value.20 For extemaldata, as mentioned earlier, we used the Nikkei
corporate丘nance data and Nikkei丘nancialdatafrom Nikkei Media Marketing,
Inc., but there were compamies for which this data could not be applied, and
we could only gather six years'worth of丘nancialdata for 161 companies. Addi-
tionally, there were six companieswithinsu丘cient data, and we veri丘ed our hy-
pothesis based on the remamlng 155 companies. ne reason weanalyzed six
years'wolth of丘nancialdata for 155 companies is asfollows.
At丘rst we tried to conduct analysiswith丘ve years'data based on the empirical
research resultsinWesterncountries (Rose and ′n10mSen, 2004, pp.201-210)
which show that reputation management does not have an effectinthe short
20　Products/servicesandinnovadveness improve丘nancial perlomlanCe While simultaJle-
ously improving socialvalue (Saknrai, 2011, p.142). Addidomally,the connecdon be-
tween leadershipand corporate govemance is too sh･ong. ¶一e authors behevethat
compliance should be used as an indicator instead of govemance.
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ten. However, the longer the period is for the data, the more trustworthy are
die results. ¶lerefore, We then considered using ten yearS'data golng back
from 2000. However, the丘nanCialsituadon of Japanese compamies has been
changlng Since the丘nancialCrisis in 2008 and weunderstand that this was trig-
gered by血e subprime loan issue of 2007. For也ese reasons, we decided to ex-
tend the data period by one year, kom丘ve years to six.
刀le results of the analysis of Hypothesis 1 shows that x2 Value-20.963 (degrees
ofかeedom-12, p-0.051)with a signiBcance level of 5 percent or higher; 21
therefore, we could not dismiss the nun hypothesis that the model丘t is ade-
quate. ¶lerefore, We can conclude that our model explains血e covariance ma-
trix. ne causal model of the standardized coefBcients of this model is shown
inFigure 9.
Figtlre 9　Causal Model of OrganizationalValue, SocialValue, and Economic Value
田ypo血esis 1)
21 ¶le X2 (chi-square) Value is used to meastwe the gap betweenthe expected value
and也e observed value.
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The non-standardized esdmatesinTable 8 show that a 1 point improvementin
organizadonalvalue (leadershipand workplace environment) pushes up social
Value (governance and citizenship) by 0.941 points and in turnsocial value
pushes up economic value (products,innovadveness, and血ancialperform-
ance) by 0.104 points (-0.941 × 0.111). Furthermore, Table 8 shows thatall vari-
ables have signiacance at the 5 % level.
Table 8　Non-standardized Estimates (HypodleSis 1)
Es丘mates F襷&BV籔Test Stadstic 犯WfVﾂhbel        
SocialValue 調ﾒﾒOrganizadonal Value 纉C0.176 迭Cr★★★        
Economic Value 調簫SocialValue 0.053 s0.038           
S61 闔ｨ爾EconomicValue          
S62 調ﾒEconomicValue 釘縱2.26.5 sR0.038         
S63 耳爾EconomicValue 釘3"2.087 sb0.038          
S65 偖ﾈ耳爾SocialVdue        
S66 調ﾒSocialValue ﾃビ0.172 澱繝★★★       
S64 ﾔOrganiza位onalValue          
S67 耳爾Organiza珪onalValue 3B0.194 迭繝SR★★★         
rrhe standardized es丘matesinTable 9indicate that organizationalⅤalue has a
0.840 influence on socialvalue and socialValue has a 0.657 influence on ec0-
nomic value.
Table 9　Standardized CoefBcients (Hypothesis 1)
Es丘mates 
SocialValue 調ﾒﾒﾒﾒﾒOrganizadonalValue 繝C    
EconomicValue 闔ｨ耳耳耳SocialValue 緜Sr       
S61 調ﾒﾒﾒﾒﾒEconomicValue 3     
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S62 闔ｨ耳耳耳ﾂEconomicValue 經c      
S63 ﾒﾒﾔEconomicValue 經sB     
S65. 調ﾒﾒﾒﾒﾒSocialVdue 縱3"   
S66 調ﾒﾒﾒﾔSocialValue 縱3   
S64 調ﾒﾒﾒﾂﾒﾒOrganizadonalValue 緜C   
S67 調ﾒﾒﾒﾒﾒOrganizadonalValue 縱#B   
′nle Standardized coefBcients in Table 9 show that of dle economic value vari-
ables, S61 broducts/services) has a low丘gure of 0.231, and there was little in一
色uence even when this variable was deleted.
Table 10　Model Fit (Hypothesis 1)
Model 比huBRFⅠ DhuBTu huB     
Delta1 ﾂDelta2 "      
ModelNo.1 纉R0.778 纉Sr0.892 纉SB       
SahratedModel         
hdependentModel 0 0       
Model ﾕ4TLO90 蝿uCPCLOSE      
ModelNo.1 r0 0.23        
hdependentModel 0.186 30         
Looking at the model丘tinTable 10, it is desirable to have a comparative丘t in-
dex (CFI) as close to 1 as possible, and a CFI of 0.9 or higher is required. 刀le
CFIinthe model is 0.954, showing that the model丘t is adequate. Addi伍onally,
the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) must be 0.i or lower,
and the model shows a RMSEA of 0.071. In other words, the model丘t is ade-
quate.
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B) VeriGcation of Hypothesis 2
We divided Hypothesis 2into two parts, Hypothesis 2-land Hypothesis 2-2, in
order to conduct veri丘cation. Additionally, for the purpose of this paper, in ad-
dition to economic value, weinclude social valueand organizadonalvalue in
corporate value.
Hypothesis 2-1 There is a correlation between economic value, organizational
Value, and social value.
Hypothesis 2-2 Economic value and socialⅤalue inAuence丘nancialperform-
anCe.
Figure 10 CausalModel of the ln且uence of Organiza伍onalValueand Social Value on
FinancialPerformance (Hypothesis 2)
S66 S67
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Upon conduc血g the analysis, we could not ver称HypodleSis 2. However, tab
ing economic value out of the equation,血e model丘t improved. ni§ model is
showninFi酢lre 10.
In this model, X2-6.590 (degrees offreedom-7, p-0.473); therefore, we could
not dismissthe null hypothesis that the model丘ts the data, and we can con-
clude that die Created model explains the covariance matrix. Figure 10 shows a
correlation of 0.75 between socialValue and organizational value. We cancon-
clude &omthe covarianceinTable ll that this has signi丘cance. Additionally,
socialValue has a 0.400 inAuence on丘nancial performance. From this, we see
地at orgamizational value and social value both have strong correlationininEu-
encing丘nancial pe血mance (al-sales, alO-cun-ent income).
Table ll Covariance (Hypothesis 2)
Estimate F襷&BY=TestStatistic 犯WfVﾂLabel        
Organiza丘onal Value ﾘ耳耳耳耳"SocialValue CB0.055 釘紊Sb★★★         
Table 12　Non-sbIldardized Es珪mates (Hypothesis 2)
Es血late F襷&BW'&Test Stadsdc 犯WfVﾂhbel        
Financial Performance ｲSocialValue 塔cイCB繧259896.7 C★★★         
S65 白SocialValue        
S66 ｲSocialVdue b0.181 澱縱#***         
S64 白Organiza丘onalⅤdue        
S67 ｲOrganiza点onalValue c20.218 迭#b★★★         
a1 ｲFinancialPerformance         
乱lo ｲFinancialPe血mance #b0.007 紊sR★★★         
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加oking at the coefBcients of the non-standardized es丘mates in Table 12, all
variables have signi丘cance at the 0.1 % level.
Table 13　Model Fit (Hypo血esis 2)
Model 比huBRFⅠ DhuBTu huB     
Delta1 Delta2 "       
ModelNo.1 ﾃ偵s0.914 "1.006          
SaturatedModel         
ⅠndependentModel 0 0       
Model ﾕ4TLO90 蝿uCPCLOSE      
ModelNo.1 0 澱0.701      
ⅠndependentModel SR0.226 コ0       
For仙e model軌a CFI of 0.9 0r higher is required and in血e model血e CFI
is 1.00, showing an adequate丘t. Additionally, an RMSEA of 0.1 or lower is re-
quiredand our model has a RMSEA of 0.000, showinganadequate丘t. In other
words,血e model丘t is adequate.
C) Verification by Proposed Value Drivers
Up to this point, We have conducted veriBcadon of our hypotheses based on
the seven evaluation dimensions usedin仇e RepTrak⑧ reputation survey. On
the o仇er･ hand, we propose 12 survey dimensions: Value driversthat improve
economic value (S511=stock price, S512=proAt, S513-current value offuhlre
cash凸ow, S515-quakb,/services) , Value drivers that improve social value (S514
-customer satisfaction, S517-donations, S518=corporate citizenship, and value
drivers that improve organizationalvalue (S516-cmployee satisfaction, S519=or-
ganizational culture, S520-alignment of strategy, S521 -leadership, S522-team-
work). We established a hypothesis regarding the reladonship between these
dimensions and丘nancialperformance. ′me proposed model is shownin Figure
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ll.
Figtlre ll Reladonships between Value Drivers, Corporate Value, and FinancialPer-
formance
Pe血mance
Figtlre 12　Causal Model of血e bduence of Corporate Value on FinancialPerformance
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ne results of the analysis show Hypothesis 2 could not be ver近edwiththis
proposed model. We then took out economic value and S514 (customer satis-
faction), which improved the model乱′mis is shownin Figure 12. In this
model x2-22.284 (degrees of血･eedom=25, p=0.619) , and we could not dismiss
the null hypothesis that the model丘ts the data. ′merefore, we canConclude
that the created model explains the covariance mab･ix.
Table 14　Non-standardized Es血nates
Es血nate F襷&BW'&Test Stadsdc 犯WfVﾂLabel        
Financial Perfomance ｲSocialValue 都sC鼎#2254354.7 cB0,002 ﾃ          
S517 ｲSociaiValue         
S518 ｲSocialValue 30.206 迭纉sr*** ﾃ           
S516 ｲOrganiza也onal Value         
S519 白Organiza位onal Value 紊C0.212 澱繝★★★ %          
S520 ｲOr.ganizational Value c0.195 澱紊*** ﾃ2          
S521 ｲOrganizadonal Value 釘0.194 澱緜SR☆★☆ ﾃB         
S522 ｲOrganizational Value #B0.198 澱緜モ★★★ ﾃR         
a1 ｲFinancial Performance         
a10 ｲFinancial Pe血mance "0.007 縱#0.006 ﾃb          
1もe coefBcients of the non-standardized estimatesinTable 14 have signiAcance
at a 1 % level. Furthermore,the estimate of the covarianceinTable 15 shows
signiBcance at 0.23. We can concludefrom Table ll that this is a correlation of
0.72. Whle maintaining the correlation between social value and organizational
Value, we conclude that social value has a 0.33 in飢lenCe On丘nancialperfom-
anCe.
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Table 15　Covariance
Es血nate F襷&BW'&Test Sta丘sdc 犯WfVﾂLibel        
Organizational Value 督ﾓSocialValue 20.054 釘c*** ﾃr         
Regardingthe model丘tinTable 16, the RMSEA is 0.000, which is under 0.1,
and the CFI is 1.000, which is over 0.9. ′merefore, the model丘t is adequate.
Table 16　Model Fit
Model 比huBRFI DhuBTu huB     
Delta1 Delta2 "       
ModelNo.1 纉S0.929 綯1.009          
SattNatedModel         
ⅠndependentModel 0 0       
Model ﾕ4TLO9.0 蝿uCPCu)SE      
ModelNo,1 0 Sb0.921      
ⅠndependentModel ﾃ#sB0.251 途0      
ne results of the above empiriCalresearch veri& that the efforts to improve
corporate reputation by business managersand employees improve丘nancial
p e血mance.
5. Relationships between Related Concepts
IImage, Corporate Identity, Brand, and Reputation
ln the past, there was a time in which corporate image and corporate idendbr
(CI) gathered much attention in Japan. Marketing researchersfocused mainly
on product brand and researched how productsand services could appeal to
customers. On the other hand, l･eSearCh on corporate brand has been advanced
not only by marketing researchers, but also by researchers on orgamizational
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theoⅣ and accounting. How should we perceive血ese concepts in relation to
corporate reputadon?
I. Relationship between Image, Replltation,and Brand
Corporate reputation is differentiated &om the occurrence of events or real
worldincidents; it is an issue of perception and acknowledgement. Distinguish
ing between recognition and也e real wodd, we丘nd仇at image, CI, and brand
are also related to perception rather than仇e real world.
rmere are deep relationships between image, brand, and reputation. Figure 13
shows me relationships between perception, image, reputation, and brand.
Figure 13　Relationships between Percepdon, Image, Reputadon,弧d Brand
Perception Reputation
By recognizing an event throughperception, people grasp Images Ofthe
event. ′me event could be血e release of a new product,仇e announcement of
an excellent strategy, Or the occurrence of a scandal involving management ex-
ecutives. An image may gradually tom over a long period of丘me, but in many
cases,they are formed instantly. Images arealso quick to disappear. ′me丘rst
impression one receives on mee血g someone for the丘rst time remains in the
mind as an image. Ⅵsiting a company and acknowledging its丘ne building or
仇e excellence of its top management forms a good image about血e company.
1ne accumuladon of images forms reputation･22 In this process, images are
gained血rough perception, but many of血em disappear;仇e accumulated re-
22　Fombrun char･acterizes corporate reputation as "an aggregation of images held by
various constituents (stakeholders; added by the authors) aboutanorganization. "
(Fombrun, 1996) We do not agreewith the language "aggregation of images," but we
believe that it captures one aspect of reputadon.
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malnlng lmageS fbm reputation. There are cases in which reputation is fbmed
directly血･om perception. Ⅳ reputation continues to improve over time, brand
equityisformed.
2. The Response of Japanese Companies Seen from a Field Survey
Clarifying the relationship between corporate reputationandthe other concepts
is essential to corporate reputation research. For也is research,血e relationship
that should be de丘ned clearly is the relationship between corporate reputation
and corporate brand.
In血e 2009 suⅣey, we explored the relationship between corporate brand and
corporate reputation. We sent questionnaire suⅣeys to CSR and IR, intellechal
property, public relations, management planning,丘nance, and auditing manag-
ers, in that order. The number of valid responses was 124 and the results are
as shown in Table 17.
Table 17　Relationship between Corporate Brand and Corporate Reputation
Relationship between Brand and Reputation Number of Responses (ratio)
Brand improves reputation
Reputation decides the brand
Ⅵley are ml血ally complementary
neyare unrelated
8 companies (7 % )
36 companies (29 %)
76 companies (61 %)
4 companies (3 %)
As can be seen血･om above,也e 2009 suⅣey results showed仇at corporate
reputation and corporate brand have a mutually complemen叫relationship.
Tbeview that corporate reputation improves corporate brand also received
about 30 percent of responses. Conversely, there were hardly any views that
corporate brand improves corporate reputation. ≠e significant finding here is
that corporate reputation management is useful to brand equity management.
In this survey we usedthefindings of the 2009 survey as a base to further
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deepenunderstanding on the relationship between reputationand its related
concepts, image, CI, and product brand. ne maintarget of this survey was the
management planning departments of companies. Our objective was to investi-
gate how Japanese business managersperceive the management of intangibles
(intangible assets)from仇eviewpoint of management planning departments.
′nle results are showninTable 18.
Table 18　Me血Ods of lntangibleAsset Management lmplemented/Necessaryin血e Fu-
hue (N=161 companies; Muldple Answers)
Management Me仕10d FﾖvRCⅠ &襭C.Brand "         
ManageabilibT 涛Rゴ坦123(76%) #ピRR108(67%) 塔"ゴR      
Currency imDlemented 都イ2R107(67%) rツrR84(52%) 鼎RR        
Fuhlre necessity 塔Bゴ"R76(47%) 塔Bゴ"R93(58%) "ピR      
Notnecessary 迭R3(2%). 迭R4(3%) 釘R      
Note: ne ratio was calculated using 161 companies.
In Table 18, image refers to corporate image, CI to corporate identib,, P. brand
to product brand, C. brand to corporate brand, and CR to corporate reputation･
In regard to manageabilib,, CI has the highest manageability, followed by
product brand, corporate brand, corporate image,and corporate reputation･
Product brand has a long history and research results &om marketing. On the
other hand, CI is often udlized informulating management strategies.As for
corporate reputation,the responses showing low expectation are understand-
able, glVen that curr･endy the concept has yet to befully acknowledged by busi-
ness managerS･
In regard to ctlrrently implemented methods, we see a strong reladonship
with manageabilib,. It is rational to think that whether to implement a certain
method or not is related to manageabilib,. ne number of companies imple-
men血g intangible asset management for CI and product brand is the same･
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Generally speaking, One may think that focus is placed on product braJld, but it
may be that there is highexpectationfor the l･Ole CI playsinstrategyformula-
tion.
As for future necessib,,the reason for corporate reputadon-for which manage-
ment is currently not being implemented-having the highest expectation, may
be due to expectation丘)r a new me血od.
′nlere Was nO Signi丘Cant difference regarding whe血er asset management for
image, CI, corporate brand, product brand, Or corporate reputation is necessary
or unnecessary for companies. However, imageand product brand had the
most responses for "not necessary." The reason that there were many re-
sponses that denied the necessib, of product brand management, which is cur-
rendy being implemented, could perhaps be a肘ibuted to business managers
who are dissads丘edwith the current situation of product brand management.
6. Is Reputation M二anagement an lntemalor ExtemalEffort?
For仙e au血ors, who have been conduc血g research on corporate reputation
from theviewpoint of management accoun血g, which supports business man-
agersina company, research on corporate communicadon, which is strongly
related mainly to externalissues, is at the other end of the spectrum from the
authors'approach. However, this is exacdy why research on what corporate
commumicadon signi丘es, the role it plays in business management, and what its
limitadons are, is essendal.
I. Improvement of Reputation throughCorporate Commmication
Corporate communicadoninS伍lls a clear and appeakng image in stakeholders
and estabkshes a strong corporate brand. Furthermore, it contributes greatly to
maintaining, improving, avoiding damage to,and recovenng reputadon. TYlere-
fore, the improvement of communicadon abihties is one of the most important
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elements in reputadon management, and there are more thana few research-
ers and practitioners who research reputadonfrom theviewpoint of communi-
cationinEurope. rme biggest objective of corporate communication is to estab-
lish corporate reputation.
For not only companies, butalsofor governments and localgovernments to im-
prove their reputations,internal efEoltS tO improve reputadon is necessary.
However, at the same丘me, reputation is something that is guided by the vari-
ous stakeholders surrounding an organization, and the information that an or-
ganization dehvers (communicates) tointernaland extemalstakeholders can
improve or lower that company's reputadon. Figure 14 shows the conceptual
model that represents theview of the authors on the role of corporate commu-
nicationinimprovmg reputa也on.
Figtlre 14　Rolethat Communica丘on Plays in Improving Reputation
Infoma也on transmission in and out of the company
Corporate Reputadon
2. Do Japanese Business Managers consider lntemalor External
E臥rts E月Tective?
In this survey we asked whe血er corporate reputadon management should be
conducted throughCommunication such as pubkc relations or throughin-house
management activides, or if both external andinternal efforts were necessary.
See Table 19.
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Table 19 Is ExtemalManagement such as PR or lntemalManagement Important?
Focusof 埜⑦W&ﾄVffG2Ⅰntemal ffG6&RDon'tknow          
Management Method V65"managementis neCeSSaⅠγ 匁V6W76'      
Numberof ComDaniesrradoー Bモ紕R13(7.8%) 3rャ"綯R2(1.2%)     
ne survey results show that an overwhelming number of compamies indicate
that both externalandinternal efforts are necessary for reputation manage-
ment. There was no signi丘Cant difEerenceinwhether external orinternalman-
agement was more important.
Traditionally, the word "reputadon''in Japan is oflenintelPreted to mean that
there is an issue that should be resolved throughinformation transmission to
the outside in order to improve reputadon, to the extent that the word is asso-
ciatedwith "harmful rumors.''nis survey clariBed that Japanese business man-
agers acknowledge reputation as bo血an internal and extemal issue.
7. Organizations Responsible for Reputation Management
A company's reputation is determined by the daily actions of its business man-
agers and employees. Nonemeless, how one perceives a company's actions de-
pends on how external stakeholders perceive that company. tE stakeholders
such as shareholders, banks, customers, securities analysts, localcidzens, and
血e general public have a good oplmOn and regard血e company highly,血e
company's reputation rises. ′merefore, in reputadon management a company
must be an organizadon that can improve evaluations from extemal stakehold-
erS.
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I. Pubkc Relations Orgami2ntionfor E虹emal Information Provision
and ln-hou.se Management Organization
Execudves personnel, admimistrators, and employees all keeplng lnmind corpo-
rate govemance and compliance, and conduc血g acdvi也esina way so as not to
be a disgrace as a member of Japanese socieb, or of the　intemational
community-this is the essence of managementthat improves, maintains, and
does not damage a company's reputadon. In other words, the most important
issueinreputation management is for business managersand employees to
conducttheir daily acdvities in a sincere manner.
Corporate reputation is mainly improved (or damaged) throughthe daily activi-
des of business managers and employees. For that reason, at least for the repu-
tation management of major global-scale companies, it is necessary to establish
auditors capable of substandally checking corporate govemance,including the
strategiesand management ac也vities of the chief execudve officer, as a com-
pany structure, CSR ofBces that manage the actions of business managers and
employees,internalaudi血g deparbnents, and PR and IR ofBces which monitor
harmful rumors.23
Typically, the auditors would be responsible for corporate govemance, the gen-
eral affairs department and audi血g ofBcefor compliance, the CSR promodon
headquarters for CSR (血e socialcontribudon ofBce for social contribudon and
environment office for environmentalcontribution) , andthe qualibr planning de-
partment for the qualib, of products and services,and a PR department or IR
office would be estabkshed forinteracdonwith external organizadons. As Fom-
23　According to the Bijinesu Komyunikeshon Hakusho 2005 (Ⅵ恥ite paper on business
commumicadon 2005) by the Nippon Omni-Management Associadon (2004), 51 percent
of companies do not have an IR office, while only 43 percent have one, so companies
are not well-equipped in this regard. 'me ofBcesthat were responsibleforinVestor rela一
也ons were, forthe large part,也e IR management planning, public reladons, corporate
communicadons,丘nancial,and legal/public relations o氏ces.
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brun proposed (1996, pp.196-197) ,the establishment of an execudve posidonin
charge of corporate reputation could be considered as wem
2. Orgamizationsfor Reputation as Seen from the Stlrvey
Withthe concept of corporate reputation s也ll onlyknownto some business
managers, it seems to be less possibility that an executive posidon responsible
for corporate reputadonwill be established. Therefore, the next best option
would be to consider which organizadon should be in charge of reputation
management.
Traditionally, the controller department was considered asthe organization re-
sponsible f♭r management accounting. In血e 1960S, it was血e dominant view
of pracdtioners that the controller department meant the business management
departmentand its main responsibility was management accoun血g. In fact, at
many companies, management accoun血g was implemented by血e controller
department. However, (1)there are many companiesinwhichthe controller
departments have so much丘nancial data to process仙ey cannot get around to
management accounting, and (2) the scope of management accounting has
been expanded to include decision-making for capitalinvestment and opera-
dons,and theformulation and implementation of strategies.24
As a result, many companies have been switching the organization responsible
24　Many companies including Nippon Steel (Management Planning Department and
Conh･011er Department) , Hitachi (Management Planning Office and Finance Gener'al
OfBce) , Sharp (Management Planning O氏ceand Conb･011er Deparblent) , Toshiba
(Sb･ategy Planning Groupand Finance Group) ,Asahi Beer (Management Strategy Of一
点ce atthe group headquarters, and Planning OfBces and Accoun血g Departments for
R&D, Producdon, Sales,and lnterna也ona1 0peradons Departments) , Yokogawa Elecbic
(Management Planning and Business Management Departments) and Mitsubishi Elec-
tric (Management Planning Office, Conk-oller Department, and Finance Department)
have management planning ofBces and management strategy ofBces in addidon to con-
tr'oller departments.
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for management accoun血gfrom the controller department to management
planning Or management Strategy departments. tf a company decides to have
management accoun血g responsiblefor reputadon management, that would be
a task not for the contl･01ler department, but for the management plannlng Or
management strategy departments. rnle tme Objecdve of this survey was to see
to what extent Japanese business manager･s share this view.
In this suⅣey, We had respondents answer the question "if a company could
manage its corporate l･ePutation, which division should be responsible for it?"
Table 20 shows the results of the survey.
Table 20　Division that should be Responsible for Reputadon Management
DivisioninChargeofReputadon 皮Vﾖ&W&6譁W2Ratio       
Publicreladonsdeparhent 涛"58%  
Managementplanmingdepartment,strategy 69%    
D1anningdeDartmenLetc. 
BrandmanagementofBce,etc. 215%   
CSRofBce(department),etc. 鉄B34%  
Other 免ﾂ7%  
rme authors predicted commonsense answeI･S and so we thought that many re-
spondents would answer that the public rela也ons division should be responsi-
ble. However,intact the management planming (69 percent) and PR (58 per
cent) departments had血e most responses. These results seem to show the
highdegl･ee Of expectation for internalmanagement in reputation management.
Re且ec血g the heightening awareness for CSR, there werealso many respon-
dents who answered that the CSR ofBce should be responsible. ′mis can be in-
terpreted to mean血at血ere are many Japanese business managers who look
upon PR departments as being responsible for extemalandintemalinformation
transmissionand management plannlngand stl･ategy Plannlng departments be-
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1mg reSPOnSiblefor internal management accounting.
Conclu sion
nis paper analyzed the results of a survey on reputation management in Ja-
pan. ′me contents of the analysisare based on empiriCalresearch using a ques-
tionnaire survey and six years'worth of丘nancialdata B･om Nikkei.
First, we investigated血e views of Japanese business managers on corporate
value. ′me survey was conducted in two parts. Tne丘rst part asked what busi-
ness managers considered economic value, which is the core of corporate
value. The survey results revealed that theview supporting the economic value
offuture cash 凸ow, the commonview in Westerncountries, had the lowest
number of responses in Japan, and furthermore thattheview supporhg pro丘t
was血e most dominant, unlike in仇e previous suⅣey in 2009. Ano仇er ques-
tion asked which of economic value, social value, and organizational value had
the most importance了nle Survey results showed that economic value, social
value, and organizationalvalue were emphasized in descending order. Because
organizadonal value, which relates to people, was comparatively lightly looked
upon,this result generates concern for the future sustainable growth of Japa-
nese companies.
Second, of仇e major stakeholders-shareholders, customers, employees, and
local communities-emphasis was placed on customers, shareholders, employ-
ees, and local communities in descending order of importance. TYleSe results
clari丘ed that Japanese business managers acknowledge that Japanese compa-
nies are not shareholder capitalistic companies. However,血e results also
showed血at shareholders were more emphasized than initially predicted. In
the sense that customers are emphasized, it may be said that Japanese compa-
nies are customer capitalistiC. Further research is necessary on this point,
′mird, ranking reputationindex in descending order by mean, Japanese busi-
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ness managers place emphasis on products/seⅣices,丘nancial pe血mance, in-
novativeness, corporate govemance, leadership, corporate ci丘zenship, and
workplace,indescending order.While products/servicesand丘nancial perform-
ance are emphasized, the trend to look lightly on corporate citizenship (conhi-
bution to local communities)and the workplace conBrmed the results of the
previous suⅣey.
Fourth, based on survey resultsinWesterncountries,this survey examined
how good丘nancial performance is when looked at &om the comparadvely long
伍me span of six years. 刀le results provedthatinthe long term of six years,
there is a causal relationshipinwhich corporate reputation improves丘nancial
pellormance. nus, it can be said that the survey shows that the "Good Guys
are Prospering''a出tude holds true in Japan.
Five, weinVesdgated the manageabilibr and degree of utihzation of image, CI,
product brand, corporate brand, and corporate reputation. CI had the highest
manageabikty, fonowed by product brand, corporate brand, corporate image,
and corporate reputation. In regard to methods being lmPlemented currently,
there seems to be a highcorrelationwith manageabili吋.While only 40 percent
of the companies responding to the questionnaire udhzed corporate reputation
in their management, the fact that companies that responded that it would be
necessaryinthefuture numbered the highest is an encouraging result kom
the perspective of reputation researchers.
Six,inregar･d to whetherinternalefEorts or externalinfor'mation tr-ansmission
was important to reputation management,fewer than 10 percent of business
managers answered that only one of the two was important and an overwhelm-
ing numberanswered that both efforts were necessary. We interpretthis result
asanindication that in future reputadon management research, bothintemal
management such as management accoun血g and extemalmanagement such
as PR and IR are necessa叩.
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Seven, two thirds of the respondents gave management planning and strategy
planming departments as the responsible deparknentfor reputadon manage-
ment. Of other responses, the public relations department had over half, the
CSR ofBce about 30 percent,and the brand management office about 15 per-
cent, respectively. Additionally, we discovered that many companieswished to
improve theirintemalmamagement organizadons (management planing, etc. ,
and CSR ofBces). ¶leSe丘ndings seem to con丘rm that for management plan-
ming ofBces responsiblefor management accoun血g, Corporate reputation has
become a major agenda.
hstly, we would kke to express our heartfelt gradtude to the companies and
people who cooperatedwith this survey. Atthe same dme, we hope that this
researchwill contribute tothe improvement of the reputadons of Japanese
compamies and to their growthinto companies admired worldwide.
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Appendix I Distribution by lndushy
ustedCompanies 儼alidResponses 
Agriculhlre,forestryand五sheries 迭0%    
Mining 途0%    
Cons打ucdon 涛R6% 27%    
Food 田B4% 途4%   
TeX伍les 鼎2% 1%     
Pulp′paper 免ﾂ1%    
Chemicals #7% 釘2%     
Pharmaceuticals R2% 途4%    
Oil′Coa1 1% 2%      
Rubber 免ﾂ1%    
Ceramics 2% 2%     
Ironandsteel R2% 唐4%    
Non-ferrousmetalS B1%     
Metalware b2% 澱3%    
Machinery 7% 10%      
Electronics SR9% r15%     
Transportationequlpment 田"4% B8%    
Precisionmachinery b2% 1%     
0仇erproducts 鼎b3%    
Electricib,/gas r1% 釘2%    
Lmdtransportadon R2% 唐4%    
Seatr.ansportation 湯1%    
AirtranSportation 0% 1%     
Warehouseandfreightイelated 1%     
Ⅰnfomadonandcommunicadon 涛6% 釘2%   
Wholesale C8%      
Retail Cb9% R8%     
Banking 塔B5% 唐4%   
Securides 1% 2%      
Ⅰnsurance 途0%    
0血er丘nancial 1%      
Realestate 鼎R3% 途4%   
SeⅠVices 涛r6% R8%    
Total cs2100% s100%     
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Appendix 2　Distribution of Collected Data
Classi丘cadonofCo11ectedData 皮Vﾖ&W&6譁W2Ratio (%)       
Totalcollecteddata ッ104   
hcompleteorincorrectdata 2   
Companynameunknown 迭3  
NumberofVakdresponses s100   
Banksorsecurはes丘rmSwithinsufBcient丘nancialdata 湯5  
Gener.alcompanieswithinsufBcient丘nancialdata 唐4  
Complete丘nancialdata(inclu_dingother丘nancial) c90    
Appendix 3
The 2009 survey was conducted kom January 5 to February 10, 2009 by send-
ing questionnaire slips by mail. me targeted companies for the survey were
1,062 companies chosen randomly丘･om among companies listed in血e丘rst
section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange and questionnaire slips were sent ad-
dressed to theindividualSinthose companies responsible for CSR/IR,intenec-
hlalproperty, public relations, management planning,丘nance, auditing, etc. Re-
sponses were sent from 124 companies (collected from 134 companies, the
valid response rado was 12.6 %). Addidonally, there were somemissing values
for some of the survey questions, So wheneverthis occurred theanalysis was
conducted excluding the data for which there wasmissing values.
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Appendix 4
Stlrvey On Reputation Management
-For Japanese Compamies to become Admired Worldwide-
Purpose of血e SuⅣey
In recent years, socieb, has become a placeinwhich companies that have
comitted oHences, such as Senba Kccho, Kanebo, and Enron (inthe
United States) are scathingly condemned, and conversely, Companies such as
Shimadzu Corporation, which produced Koichi Tanaka (Nobel laureate) , gain
tremendous proBt. Research on the reputation of companies (herea丑er re-
ferred to as corporate reputation) is active overseas.1 on the other hand,in
Japan research onintangible assets (intangibles)2 such as brands, and the
implementadon of CSR andrisk management is becoming acdve. In Japan,
reputation research is gradually advancing as well, however, in practice Japan
is lagging greatly behind other countries. ¶lerefore, we would like to con-
duct a survey on the percep也Ons of business managers at major Japanese
companies. We narrowed downthe questions to eight so as not to put too
much burden on the respondents. We thank youinadvancefor your coop-
eration.
1 We de丘ne corporate reputadon as thefollowing. "Corporate reputation is a sustainable
compe出ve advantage derived from various stakeholders of a company, based onthe
results of血e past activities of血e business managers and employees as well as on pre-
sent and future forecastsj'(Sakurai, Michiham, Corpo71ate Reputation , Chuokeizai-sha,
2005, p.1)
2 Intangibles are: (1)intellectualproper吋such as patent rights and copyrights (intellec-
hlalprope吋that is recognized as assetsunderthe law andintellectualproperb, for
which accoun血g asanasset isallowed), (2)intangible assets not declaredinthe bal-
ance sheet such as brandand corporate reputadon, and (3)intangible assets that do
not血ll under血e scope of assetsintraditionalaccoun丘ng, such as human assets, irLfor-
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Beforeanswenng the questionnaire, if possible, please丘ll out your company
name, address, department, and name below. The purpose for this is to (1)
send the results of血e suⅣey b血e person in charge at each company血at c0-
operatedwith the survey, and (2) because it is necessary for conduc血gthe
empirical researchinwhich Japan is falling behind.
Company Name  
Postal Codeand Address  
Department  
Name  
SuⅣey
I. IntBLngible Assets Cu.rrently Managed/Necessary to Manage in the
Futtlre
Are the below items manageable? If they are, please draw a circle on them; if
not, draw an x on them. Next, please answer which items are cu汀ently being
managed at your company and those whichwill need management in the fu-
ture. If they are both being managed currently andwill need to be managed in
the future, please circle both, and if neither is necessary, circle "Not Neces-
sary."
Answers (ne letters and numbers in the cellsare symbols necessary for tally-
ing the results.)
madonalassets,and organizadonalassets. ′nle termSintangible assetsandintangibles
are differentiated asthe latterincludes (3).
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ⅠntangibleAssets 磐vRCu汀endy 疲V6W76uvﾒNot      
ability 磐vﾖrtheFuture 疲V6W76'     
CorporateⅠmage FﾖvSⅠmage2 FﾖvS2lmage4        
CorporateIdemity(CD uCCⅠ2 uC2CⅠ4      
ProductBrand #PB2 #2PB4      
CorporateBrand #CB2 #2CB4      
CorporateReputation #CR2 #2CR4      
2. Management dwoughCommtlnication or throughIntemalCompaJIy
E鮎rts
Should reputation management be conducted throughintemal and extemalin-
formadon b~ansmission such as public relations (PR) andinvestor rela位ons (IR)
by a conventionalpubkc reladons department, or throughinternaleffOrts by
the business managers and employees? Please circleal1 answers that you feel
are appropriate.
Answers (′me le仕ers and numbers before the answer numbers are symbols
necessary for tallying the results.)
匝gi] 1 Reputation should be managedthrough PR and other communica一
也on activities.
匝司　2　Reputadon should be managed throughinternalmanagement ac-
tivides bythe management planning department, etc.
図　3　PR and IR, as well as internal efforts by the management plaming
department, etc., are necessary.
囲　4 Idon'tknow.
3. 0噌amiZation in Charge
If a company is to manage its owncorporate reputation, which department do
you think should be responsible for its management? Please circle all answers
you feel are appropriate.
Answers (ne letters and numbers before the answer numbers are symbols
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necessary for tallying the results.)
固1 Public reladons department
匝司　2　Management plaming department, strategy planning department,
etc.
図　3　Brand management ofBce, etc.
匝頭　4　CSRofBce,etc.
囲　5　0ther
4.What is Corporate Vdue?
Q 1. At your company, does corporate value point to the market price of
stocks, proat, and/or cash凸ow? Please circleall of the answers you feel are
most appropriate.
Q 2. Of economic value, social value, and organizational value, please circleall
items on which your company places importanceintems of corporate value.3
Answers for Q.1 (image of economic value; muldple answer anowed;the letters
and numbers before the answer numbers are symbols necessary for tallying
me results.)
固1 Marketprice of stocks
匝ig] 2　Pro丘t (suchasEPS)
匝頭　3　Currentvalue offuture cash丑ow
Answers for Q.2 (image of corporate value; multipleanswersallowed; the let-
3　Economic valueincludes current net pr'oat, ordinaryincome, cash瓜ow, etc. Social
value consists of socialcon仕ibudon, pardcipadon in community acdvides, environ-
mentalprotec也on, etc. OrganizadonalValue consists of organizadonalctllhlre,the lead-
er.ship of the management, employees'passionfor work, teamwork, improvement of
comp塩ance awareness, etc. CSRalsoaims to improvethe three bottom止nes of envi-
ronmentalⅤalue, social value,and economic value. Corporate reputadon differs from
CSRin血at (1) ofthethree bottom lhes, it places emphasis on economic value, and
(2) places emphasis on organizadonalValue rather仇an environmentalvalue. Addidon-
ally, (3) corporate reputadonincludes environmentalvaluewithin socialⅤalue,
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ters and numbers before the answer numbers are symbols necessary for tally-
ing the results.)
匝頭1 Emphasis on economicvalue
囲　2　Emphasison socialValue
囲　3　Emphasis on organizational value
5. Factors dlat are the M二ost lmportmt at Yotlr Company
Whch factors are considered the most important at your company? Please
place a check for each itemwith 5 having the most importance and 1 having the
lowest importance.
Answers (′nle letters and numbers before the factorsare symbols necessary
for tallying the results.)
Symbol 杷7F8ﾈﾆHuFﾗ&T6FUfﾇVRbwest<->Highest            
1 3 釘5    
S511 Fｷ&R          
S512 &WB        
S513 W'&V蹙fﾇVVgWGW&V66            
S514 W7FW'6G6f6F           
S515 VﾆﾂW'fW2           
S516 之ﾗﾆVW6G6f6F           
S517 認nv2         
S518 7FVWv佇ﾈﾈﾆVﾆﾆ6&ﾗV譁"ﾂ             
S519 微&v譌ｦF柳ﾆ7Vﾆ&R          
S520 ﾆ没贍V蹠v佇ﾇ7G&FVw        
S521 犯VFW'6         
S522 彦Vﾗvｲ        
6. Reputation Index
Of theindicators that improve corporate reputa伍on, please score theindicators
that are the most important to your company usmg a 5-point evaluation. Please
check the corresponding boxes,with a score of 5 as the most importantand a
score of 1 a§血e least impoぬnt.
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Answers (¶le letters and numbers before the factors are symbols necessary
for tallying the results.)
Symbol 杷7F8ﾈﾆHuFﾗ&T6FU&WWFFLowest<->Highest              
1 3 釘5    
S61 &V7G8ﾇ6W'fW2ﾆﾖ没VﾆﾂﾈuﾇVVf               money,standsbehindproducts,meetcus- 
tomerneeds) 
S62 F跏ｷV跏GfRﾈｷW'7GF&ｶWBﾂ               
adaptsquickly) 
S63 W&fR&WF&ﾆRﾆ&WGFW'&W7VﾇG2             
血aneXpected,stronggrow血prospects) 
S64 犯VFW"Vﾆﾂﾓﾖv譌ｦVBﾆVﾆ匁r                  leader,eXcellentmanagers,clearVision 
foritsfuhll-e) 
S65 牌W&RV襾G&&V蹌ﾆ&Rﾒ                
havesethically,fair.inbusiness) 
S66 ?亶WｦV???V軫??ﾖV蹤?ﾇ?W7???ﾆRﾂ?? ? suppoltSgOOdcauses,posidVein丑uence 
onsocieb,) 
S67 夫ｷﾆ6RVv&G6VﾗﾆVW8ﾈﾆﾇ槌Vﾒﾒ              ployeewell-being,offersequalopporhmi- 
也es) 
7. Reputation and FinancialPerformance
Do you think that a high(or low) corporate reputa也On improves (or damages)
丘nancial performance, and if丘nancialperformance is good (or bad) , it im-
proves (or damages) corporate reputadon? Please score the relationship be-
tween reputation and丘nancial pe血mance by checking血e appropriate boxes
uslng a 5-point evaluation.
Answers (ne letters and numbers before the reladonships are symbols neces-
sary for tallying the results.)
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Symbol VﾆF6&WGvVVWWFF柳襭LDWeSt<->Highest           
FinanciaiPe血mance 2 4 迭     
S71 WWFｷV紋'VVW8ｷVﾇW&fﾒﾒ                
anCe 
S72 杷匁ﾇW&ﾆﾖV匁fﾇVVW7&WWFﾒ                
lion 
8. Stakeholders emphasiz;ed at Yotlr Company
Of仇e fわur stakeholders below, please indicate which stakeholders are empha-
sized to what extent at your company. Please check the appropriate box, glVlng
a score of 5 to仇e stakeholder on which your company places仇e most impor
tance and a score of 1 to仇e stakeholder on which your company places血e
least importance.
Answers (ne letters and numbers before the stakeholders are symbols neces-
sary for tallying也e results.)
Symbol 之ﾗ6率VE7FｶVﾆFW'2Lowest<->Highest      
1 3 釘5    
S81 &VﾆFW'2         
S82 之ﾗﾆVW2        
S83 W7FW'2        
S84 6ﾄ6&ﾗV譁%B         
rnlank you for your cooperation. Please mail the quesdonnaire back to the ad-
dress below. Once血e suⅣey results have been compiled, We will send血em to
the respondents. Wewill complyfullywith our comitment to con丘dendalib,.
Michiharu Sakurai, Visiting Professor, Doctor of Commerce,
JosaiIntemadonal Universib,,
(Honorary Professor, Senshu Universib,)
Shuichi Shinmura, Professor, Doctor of Science, Seikei UniversibT
K詑unOri lto, Professor, Doctor of Business Adminish･ation, Senshu Universib,
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Katsuhiro lto, Professor, Seikei Universib,
Address: 6 A 41, 2-1-1 Higashi-mita, Tama-kn, Kawasaki, 214-8580
Senshu Universi軌School of Comerce
Kazunori Ito
TEL 044-911-1073
Fax 044-911-0467
itoh@isc.senshu-u.ac.jp
Appendix 5
′nle Symbols forfinancialperformance are asfollows.
Symbols &友W&ff匁ﾅW&ﾆﾖTWfﾇVｷV              
a1 ﾆW2WfV躔Vg&6ﾆW2      
a2 微W&ｷV誚匁6R    
a3 微&F匁'沫&ﾄ4R   
a4 WGW&踐踟W&ﾈﾆv匁6WF友ﾆVﾗﾆVB           
a5 ?WGVﾖ??F匁?末??WF??友?Vﾗ??VB?
a6 VW&ﾈﾆv匁6WFﾆW2         
a7 WGW&踐踟&F匁'末WFﾆW2       
a8 ?????
a9 乃&ﾔ  
a10 W'&V蹤觚G&WB    
all WGVﾖ6友ﾆVﾗﾆVB        
Note) In Appendix 5,EBITDA (a 9) is an acronym for Eamings Before hteresL Taxes, Depreciadon,
andAmordzadon. It is convenient for comparing companiesindifferent countries as it does not de-
pend on血e accoun血g standards and tax rates in each counhY. For pracdcaluse in Japanese, it is
pronounced E-biトDrA or E-bit-da.
